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ABSTRACT
Deep learning has achieved great success in recent years in computer vi-
sion and its related areas. For core computer vision tasks such as image
classification, image semantic segmentation, image super-resolution, and ob-
ject detection from images, deep learning based methods outperform various
traditional methods in terms of both accuracy and speed. While a myriad
of deep learning based computer vision research projects are continuously
pushing forward the frontier of computer vision further by improving the
performance for image-level tasks, many recent investigations have begun to
look into deep learning based methods for sequential data such as videos and
medical image sequences.
With the extra information from its additional sequential dimension, se-
quential data naturally raises an important and challenging question: How
can we effectively and efficiently integrate such sequential information into
existing successful and sophisticated image-based deep learning frameworks
without building from scratch?
In this dissertation we develop techniques and methods that enable us
to incorporate sequential information into existing image-based deep learn-
ing frameworks for different computer vision tasks. More specifically, we
propose advanced methods that successfully utilize both image-based deep
learning models and sequential information for the super-resolution task us-
ing multi-slice computed tomography image sequences, and for the object
detection and tracking task using multi-frame videos. We demonstrate how
we integrate sequential information into modern image-based deep learning
systems for these different tasks under different integration paradigms. Our
experiments show that our proposed methods have significantly improved the
performances compared with naive image-based methods, and achieved the
new state-of-the-art for such sequential vision tasks.
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Deep learning has achieved great success in recent years in computer vision
and its related areas. For core computer vision tasks such as image clas-
sification, image semantic segmentation, image super-resolution, and object
detection from images, deep learning based methods outperform various tra-
ditional methods in terms of both accuracy and speed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
While a myriad of deep learning based computer vision research projects
are continuously pushing forward the frontier of computer vision further by
improving the performance for image-level tasks, many recent investigations
have begun to look into deep learning based methods for sequential data such
as videos and medical image sequences [7, 8].
With the extra information from its additional sequential dimension, se-
quential data naturally raises an important and challenging question: How
can we effectively and efficiently integrate such sequential information into
existing successful and sophisticated image-based deep learning frameworks
without building from scratch?
In general, there are two goals for incorporating sequential information
into existing image-based deep learning frameworks: to improve accuracy, or
to improve speed. Sequential information between individual states (image
slices or frames in terms of sequential image data) can provide instrumental
guidance in computer vision tasks such as improving the accuracy for the
task at hand. For example, in video object detection and tracking, temporal
consistency is vital to detect and track objects of interest, and video-level
context information (object classification results for individual videos) can
be used to reduce false positives dramatically. Sequential information can
also be used to ease the inference burden caused by modern image-based
deep learning feature extraction models that are computationally costly. In
this dissertation, we will focus on techniques that improve upon task accuracy
to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
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For sequential data related computer vision tasks, building sequential mod-
els from scratch is also possible as demonstrated in [9]. However, incor-
porating sequential information into image-based deep learning frameworks
without building from scratch has significant advantages as follows.
1. A large number of available off-the-shelf image-based deep learning net-
works and models [10, 2, 1] can be studied and utilized in proposed frame-
works.
2. Stronger connection to the active computer vision and machine learning
community where state-of-the-art models from the broader image community
can be employed immediately after release, as is the case demonstrated in
our work in object detection and tracking with dual path networks [11].
The rapid progress of image-based deep learning methods is also illustrated
in Figure 1.1 for the ImageNet [8] classification task and for the PASCAL
VOC [12] object detection task.
(a) Image classification error (b) Object detection accuracy
Figure 1.1: The rapid progress of image-based deep learning methods for
image classification (left, on ImageNet) and object detection (right, on
PASCAL VOC) from the active research community
3. Better guarantee of performance can be achieved by model fine-tuning
using the already tested successful image-based models. That learning se-
quential models from scratch might lead to inferior accuracy can be found
when we compare the results from [9] and from our work in object detection
and tracking.
4. Sequential models suffer from insufficient data and labels. For exam-
ple, image-based models are usually trained on large existing datasets where
labels are already available such as the ImageNet [8] dataset with 1, 200, 000
images and annotations. Because the number of videos on ImageNet is only
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around 4, 000 there will be challenges for learning the temporal patterns.
5. Sequential models suffer from limited memory and computational inef-
ficiency in practice, where as state-of-the-art image-based feature extractors
are already approaching the memory limit of modern GPUs and will intro-
duce great challenges in practical implementations of sequential models [10].
6. Incorporating sequential information can save computational resources
by avoiding expensive hyper-parameter searches to find the best network ar-
chitecture. For example, in [13] and [14], thousands of GPU hours are used to
find state-of-the-art image recognition architectures that can be transferred
and incorporated in other visual recognition tasks including video tasks, while
such amounts of computational resources are too costly in most academic and
practical scenarios if building a sequential model from scratch.
To incorporate sequential information into image-based deep learning frame-
works, various integration paradigms can be explored. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.2, we can introduce the sequential information into the overall system
at different levels compared with the simple multi-frame extension, such as
at input level by having multiple images as the system’s input, or at output
level by sequentially smoothing or filtering the output results.
(a) Basic (b) Simple extension (c) Input integration (d) Output integration
Figure 1.2: Different integration paradigms to incorporate sequential
information into image-based deep learning frameworks (red box: input
image; green box: image-based deep learning model; blue box: output
result)
1.1 Contributions
In this dissertation we develop techniques and methods that enable us to
incorporate sequential information into existing image-based deep learning
frameworks for different computer vision tasks. More specifically, we propose
advanced methods that successfully utilize both image-based deep learning
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models and sequential information for the super-resolution task using multi-
slice CT image sequences, and for the object detection and tracking task using
multi-frame videos. We demonstrate how we integrate sequential information
into modern image-based deep learning systems for these different tasks under
different integration paradigms. Our experiments show that our proposed
methods have significantly improved the performances compared with simple
multi-frame extensions of image-based methods, and achieved the new state-
of-the-art for such sequential vision tasks.
1.2 Organization
The dissertation is organized as follows. We first introduce the necessary
background on deep learning and sequential data analysis tasks and tech-
niques in Chapter 2. We then demonstrate how we integrate the sequential
information into existing deep learning frameworks under different settings
with concrete examples, such as multi-slice residual learning for CT super-
resolution in Chapter 3; sequential selection, rescoring, and suppression for
video object detection in Chapter 4; video-level context suppression for video
object detection in Chapter 5; and motion- and appearance-based trajectory
generation and fusion for video object tracking in Chapter 6. We conclude





In this chapter, we provide the necessary technical background on deep learn-
ing and sequential data analysis in regard to our proposed techniques and
methods that will be elaborated in later chapters.
2.1 Deep Learning
Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning that is based on a set of
deep learning algorithms, i.e., the set of algorithms that share the common
characteristic of being deep in the architectural design of their models.
Deep learning models are made deep by having many latent model param-
eters, usually in the form of many inter-connected hidden layers of non-linear
processing units connecting from the input to the output of the model. With
this deep model architecture and thus high model capacity, deep learning
models are able to approximate any non-linear functions under certain as-
sumptions [15, 16]. More interestingly, for sensory data related machine
learning tasks such as image classification and localization [8], deep learning
models allow us to learn hierarchical feature representations, with the lay-
ers of the models forming hierarchies, from low-level perceptual features to
high-level conceptual features[1]; they prove to be among the most successful
methods for such tasks hitherto [2].
In the following subsections, we will introduce a few of the most fun-
damental deep learning model architectures, including fully-connected neu-
ral networks, convolutional neural networks, and recurrent neural networks.
We will then show how to find optimal parameters for such deep models
using gradient-based algorithms with the back-propagation algorithm for
feed-forward neural networks and its variant back-propagation through time
for recurrent neural networks. Lastly, we will introduce deep reinforcement
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learning algorithms which combine deep learning and reinforcement learning
to solve different types of learning problems.
2.1.1 Fully-Connected Neural Networks
The simplest type of deep neural networks is fully-connected neural networks
with three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer. As
illustrated in Figure 2.1, the circled nodes (also called neurons) in different
layers of the network are the input features, the hidden neurons, and the
output neuron, respectively; the arrowed edges denote model parameters
(also called weights) between layers. Each hidden neuron takes as input
the weighted sum of connected input features from the previous layer, and
then passes the weighted sum through a non-linear activation function
and produce the neuron output for the next output layer. The output neuron
takes the weighted sum of all connected hidden neuron outputs, and produces
the final output using the weighted sum directly since the output layer usually
does not contain non-linear activation functions. Note that for simplicity, we














Figure 2.1: A simple three-layer fully-connected neural network
More rigorously, we can express the three-layer fully-connected network as
ŷ = W2 · σ(W1~x) (2.1)
where ~x is the input vector, W1,W2 are weight matrices between the lay-
ers, σ(·) is the element-wise non-linear activation function in the hidden
layer, and ŷ is the predictive output of the model. Non-linearity from ac-
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tivation functions is required because otherwise the model will reduce to
a linear function. For example, our three-layer network will reduce to a
two-layer neural network with directly connections from input to output
and no hidden layer. Common settings for the non-linearity are hyperbolic
tangent (tanh(x)), sigmoid function (1/(1 + e−x)), the rectified linear unit
(ReLU, max(0, x)), and some parametrized variants of ReLU such as MaxOut
(max(w1x+ b1, w2x+ b2)) [17].
2.1.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
While fully-connected neural networks can successfully approximate any non-
linear function and are competent for tasks such as regression and classifica-
tion, they have two obvious shortcomings when applied to computer vision
tasks with images as input. First, fully-connected networks do not explicitly
exploit the spatial information within images. The spatial location in-
formation from input images is indiscernible after passing through a hidden
fully-connected layer, and any salient local patches such as a face or other
objects are not treated any differently than any other groups of pixels. Sec-
ond, for high-dimensional input such as images, the number of parameters
in the model will be so large that it is infeasible to carry out the computa-
tion or to find meaningful optimal solution for the model. For example, for
a 100 × 100 × 3 RGB image with one fully-connected layer of 500 hidden
neurons, the number of parameters for this single layer is 15, 000, 000.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are first mentioned by Fukushima
in the early 1980s [18] and later applied to handwritten digit recognition by
LeCun [19] [20], successfully address the above concerns.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the basic idea behind CNNs is applying a set of
2D spatial convolution operations to input layers with raw perceptual features
to extract higher-level features from local patches in the input layer and then
arrange the extracted features in their corresponding spatial locations in the
output feature map. In our example, given the input image with 5×5 features
(or pixels), we apply a 2D convolution filter of size 3 × 3 by computing
a dot product of corresponding units from the weights of the convolution
filter and a local patch of the input layer, and then we pass the weighted
sum (possibly through a non-linearity) to get one output feature point on
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the output feature map. By sliding the same convolution filter across the
whole input image with certain stride and padding policies (e.g. stride can
be one pixel for overlapping convolution or three pixels for non-overlapping
convolution; padding policy can be same-padding or zero-padding, etc.), we
get the whole output feature map produced by the given input image and
convolution filter.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the convolutional operation. The three layers are
input layer, convolutional filter, and output feature map
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the pooling operation
Along with convolution operations, CNNs utilize another key spatial op-
eration named pooling, as shown in Figure 2.3. Similar to the convolution
operation, the pooling operation as well takes as input the local patches
from input images, usually in a non-overlapping fashion. However, the out-
put features are simply produced by taking the maximum (max-pooling) or
the average (average-pooling) values among the input features for each local
patch respectively, and we usually get an output feature map with reduced
spatial size due to the non-overlapping sliding. Another major distinction
between convolution and pooling operations is that the weights in the con-
volution filters are model parameters that we want to learn, while pooling
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operations do not contain learnable parameters and are part of the model
architecture design.
The convolution operation in our example can be readily extended to
multi-channel input, multi-channel output, and intermediate fea-
ture maps. First, for multi-channel input such as three-channel RGB im-
ages, we can design a three-channel convolution filter of size width×height×3.
By performing the same dot product operation for corresponding units us-
ing the weights from the three-channel convolution filter and the features
from the three-channel input image, we can eventually get a single-channel
output feature map by sliding the three-channel convolution filter across the
spatial directions (along width and height) of the input image. In this way,
we capture the features not only from local spatial patches, but also from
different color channels of the input images. Second, to get multi-channel
output feature maps, we use a set of convolution filters instead of just a sin-
gle filter, and stack the set of output 2D feature maps into a multi-channel
3D feature map. We can interpret different convolution filters as different
feature extractors, for example, extractors for edges or for colors [1]. Lastly,
for intermediate feature maps (i.e., layers), we simply treat the high-level
extracted features similarly as raw image pixels and perform a convolution
operation to extract even higher-level features. By stacking multiple convo-
lutional layers and pooling layers successively in the CNNs, the models are
capable of learning hierarchies of feature representations from the low-level
perceptual features up to high-level conceptual features.
CNNs overcome the two limitations of fully-connected neural networks
by design. The spatial convolution and pooling operations allow us to ex-
tract meaningful features while preserving the spatial locality arrangement
of intermediate-level features. The stacking of multiple convolutional layers
and pooling layers enables us to extract hierarchical feature representations
as well to gradually reduce the feature dimensions and hence the model size.
The parameter sharing design (i.e., using the same convolution filter when
computing the weighted sum of local patches across the whole input image)
dramatically reduces the overall number of parameters in the model. Com-
paring with our previous example for fully-connected networks, a 100×100×3
RGB image with 64 convolution filters of size 5 × 5 × 3, the number of pa-
rameters for this single layer is only 4, 800.
Given the superior feature extraction capability and computational appli-
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cability from their classical design, CNNs have seen a plethora of successful
applications in computer vision such as image classification [1, 2], semantic
segmentation [3], and object detection [5, 21, 6].
2.1.3 Recurrent Neural Networks
Both fully-connected neural networks and convolutional neural networks are
specific examples of feed-forward neural networks. Information in such net-
works flows only forward: from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes if
any, and to the output nodes; there are no loops in the feed-forward networks.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) add loops in the temporal dimension
to simple feed-forward networks by having a hidden state to maintain his-
torical information, which is generated at previous step using a feed-forward
pass, and passed on to the networks as input at the current step. As shown
in Figure 2.4, we can also unroll the RNNs in time to better understand
their design: at each time step, the RNNs take the previous hidden state
and current input together as the network input and produce a new hidden













s0 s1 s2 s3
(a) Feed-forward (b) Recurrent (c) Unrolled RNN
Figure 2.4: RNN
In theory, with a hidden state passed through time, RNNs are able to
model the temporal dependencies and can help to deal with many different
tasks related to sequential input or output. However, in practice, the simple
versions of RNNs suffer from the long-term dependency problem, i.e., in-
formation is not able to pass on across many time steps. The long short-term
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memory (LSTM) architecture, proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber in
1997 [22], successfully tackled the long-term dependency problem.
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, LSTM adds an extra hidden state to maintain
long-term information. Within the LSTM models, there are sophisticated
mechanisms to decide when and how to forget (i.e., reset) the long-term
memory state, to add the short-term memory state to the long-term memory





Figure 2.5: An LSTM RNN
LSTMs, along with their variants such as Peephole LSTM [23] and gated
recurrent units (GRUs) [24], have achieved state-of-the-art performance in
many sequential tasks such as natural language processing [25], automatic
speech recognition [26], and machine translation [27].
2.1.4 Objectives
We have thus far introduced different deep learning models such as fully-
connected neural networks, CNNs, and RNNs. Given the parametrized mod-
els, we want to find certain objectives for later optimization to find the best
possible model parameters.
Let us consider the problem in the supervised learning setting. Given
a data pair (x, y) from a certain distribution, where x is the input, y is the
label, we design a model with parameters W to estimate the label, given the
input:
ŷ = h(x|W ) (2.2)
After we get the estimated ŷ, we choose a certain type of loss function
to measure the loss of our model on its predictions due to the discrepancy
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between our predicted value and the true label. One example of loss function
is the squared error for regression tasks:
l(ŷ, y) = (ŷ − y)2 (2.3)
We define our overall objective to be the expected loss, termed risk, over
the whole data distribution:
L(W ) = E[l(h(x), y)] (2.4)
In practice, we do not know the whole data distribution, but instead we
are given a dataset with m samples drawn from the distribution:
D = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 (2.5)









Optimization is the process of finding the optimal model parameters given a
parametrized model and an objective of the model.
For deep learning applications, we achieve optimal model parameters by
performing empirical risk minimization (ERM) based on our given datasets:
Woptimal = arg min
W
L(W |D) (2.7)
The simplest way of solving the above optimization problem is to search
through the whole parameter space, which is intractable for deep learning
models, given that the number of model parameters can be easily more than
millions [1, 28].
A most popular and effective choice is using first-order gradient-based
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methods such as gradient descent (GD):
Wt+1 = Wt −∆Wt (2.8)




By random initialization and appropriately choosing the learning rate α
at different time steps, the hill-climbing method is able to find the local
optimal, or global optimal, in the case of convex objectives.
For computational efficiency when using large-scale datasets, we perform
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) instead of GD. In this way, we only
compute the gradients over one training example before we update the model
parameters, while the naive GD method requires us to compute the gradient
over all the training examples.
∆Wt = α∇WtLi(W ) (2.10)
Or as a compromise of the two, we apply mini-batch SGD, which gives






To calculate the gradients of the deep learning models, we use the back-
propagation algorithm [29] for feed-forward neural networks and a variant
of it called back-propagation through time (BPTT) [30] for recurrent
neural networks. The former is based on multiple usage of the chain rule,
and the latter unrolls the recurrent neural networks first before applying
chain rules for back-propagation.
2.1.6 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Different from supervised learning that gives a label for each input data point
to guide our model through the learning process, reinforcement learning
(RL), as a branch of machine learning, solves problems that are guided by
sparse, ambiguous reward signals. The overall goal of RL problems is to
maximize the expected total rewards for an RL agent during a sequen-
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tial decision process of receiving feedback from the environment and
choosing actions. The feedback includes both the noisy observed states
of the present environment, and a reward signal that might be due to certain
actions of the agent many time steps ago.
Reinforcement learning has been a long-studied subfield since the late 1970s
[31], and has recently attracted new waves of attention mostly due to its
superior performance on playing video games [32] after combining it with
deep learning models, which is hence termed deep reinforcement learning.
A flood of new deep RL algorithms has since emerged such as DQN [32],
NQN [33], Double DQN [34], Dueling Networks [35], and A3C [36].
2.2 Sequential Data Analysis
What is sequential data analysis? This can be a broad topic without proper
constraints. In the context of this dissertation, we study sequential data
analysis tasks that involve sequential visual input data (and sequential
output as well, when applicable).
The sequential visual input data can be sequential in different ways. For ex-
ample, it can be temporally sequential such as image frames from a video;
it can also be spatially sequential such as image slices from CT. The main
tasks that we use to demonstrate our proposed techniques to incorporate
sequential information into existing image-based deep learning frameworks
are briefly introduced below and discussed in more detail in the following
chapters.
2.2.1 Multi-Slice CT Super-Resolution
Image super-resolution (SR) was well-studied before the era of deep learning.
Similar to other fields of computer vision, deep learning has brought many
new successful methods into SR such as the super-resolution convolutional
neural network (SRCNN) [4] and the efficient sub-pixel convolutional neural
network (ESPCN) [37]. For multi-slice CT images, one challenge is how to
use information from adjacent frames to improve up-sampled image quality
by reducing imaging noise and recovering missing information. Our proposed
method will be introduced in Chapter 3.
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2.2.2 Video Object Detection
Many image-based deep learning systems for object detection have been pro-
posed during recent years, and region-based methods are the most successful
ones in terms of average precision metric. Variants of region-based detec-
tion method include region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN)
[5], Fast R-CNN [21], Faster R-CNN [6], and region-based fully convolu-
tional networks (R-FCN) [38]. There are also newly proposed frameworks
with higher performance both in speed and accuracy, such as YOLO [39],
and single shot multibox detector (SSD) [40]. However, all the above men-
tioned methods are image based and do not enjoy the benefit of incorporating
sequential information to further improve detection results. Two of our pro-
posed methods that can help video object detection will be introduced in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
2.2.3 Video Object Tracking
Video object tracking systems have advanced as better object detection sys-
tems are available. With the dominant tracking by detection paradigms,
modern object tracking systems also employ deep neural networks such as in
[41]. While object tracking tasks have already utilized certain types of se-
quential information, we can further improve the tracking accuracy by incor-
porating different types of sequential information such as video-level context
information as introduced in Chapter 5, and fusion of image-based object
detection results as demonstrated in Chapter 6.
In the next three chapters, we will present how we incorporate sequential
information into existing image-based deep learning frameworks on the above






In this chapter, we demonstrate how incorporating sequential information
at input level can help the sequential task of multi-slice computed tomogra-
phy (CT) super-resolution (SR). The practical application of CT faces the
dilemma between higher image resolution and less X-ray exposure for pa-
tients. Solving the dilemma motivates the research on CT super-resolution.
In this dissertation, we apply state-of-the-art SR techniques to reconstruct
CT images using two proposed advanced CT SR models based on convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) and residual learning: a single-slice CT
super-resolution network, and a multi-slice CT super-resolution network.
The single-slice model improves the high-frequency feature extraction by in-
corporating the residual learning strategy, while the latter multi-slice model
further utilizes the temporal coherence between neighboring CT slices for bet-
ter SR reconstruction. We evaluate both models on a large-scale CT dataset,
and obtain competitive results both quantitatively and qualitatively.
3.1 Introduction
Computed tomography has been a critical technique for medical diagnosis
and decision making [42]. It relies on the invisible X-rays to image bones
and soft tissues of patients, after which the received signals are reconstructed
as multi-slice CT image sequences to be used to support clinical decisions of
medical practitioners.
CT images of higher resolution enable more accurate medical abnormality
detection and are thus highly desirable. In general, there are three ways
to improve the resolution of CT images: improving the imaging detectors,
refining the reconstruction algorithms, and enhancing the images after re-
construction [43]. However, to obtain higher-resolution CT images using the
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first two hardware-related methods either introduces higher complexity and
cost for current imaging systems or implies higher-dose exposure of X-rays
for patients, which can cause adverse health effects [43]. For instance, a re-
cent study [44] revealed the increased possibility of cancer induction from
X-ray radiation exposure. As such, to obtain high-resolution CT images and
to maintain low CT radiation doses is a contradiction, which calls for en-
hancing the resolution of CT images using image processing techniques such
as SR [45, 46, 47].
In this dissertation, we focus on applying and improving SR techniques on
CT image sequences. We propose two advanced SR models for CT images:
the single-slice CT SR network (S-CTSRN), and the multi-slice CT SR net-
work (M-CTSRN). Both of our SR models are based on the widely used and
successful CNNs. The S-CTSRN model adopts the residual learning strat-
egy [2] in order to extract richer high-frequency details, and the M-CTSRN
model further accounts for the coherence between multiple neighboring CT
slices for enhanced SR reconstruction.
Our contribution is, therefore, the introduction of state-of-the-art learning-
based SR techniques on a large-scale medical CT image dataset to enhance
the image resolution. Based on CNNs, the proposed models emphasize learn-
ing the residual high-frequency features, as well as taking into account the
sequential coherence between CT slices. Our proposed models are evaluated




SR aims at reconstructing high-resolution (HR) images from low-resolution
(LR) ones [48]. Apart from interpolation-based methods that are often used
as comparison baselines, SR algorithms can be categorized into traditional
model-based ones and learning-based ones. Traditional model-based SR al-
gorithms explicitly model the image downsample degradation process and
regularize the upsample SR reconstruction with various priors [49]. Learning-
based SR algorithms, on the other hand, learn representations from large
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training databases of HR and LR image pairs [48], exploit self-similarities
within an image [50], or combine both ways [51].
In the past few years, the success of CNNs in computer vision tasks [1],
especially their hierarchical feature extraction and representation capability,
has motivated a flood of CNN-based image SR models [4, 52, 53] and video
SR models [54, 37]. CNN-based models benefit from end-to-end learning on
large-scale datasets, and thus have been improving the state-of-the-art SR
performance. Moreover, once a CNN-based SR model is trained, conducting
SR on an image is purely a feed-forward process, making it appealing in
terms of efficiency as well.
More recently, deep residual networks [2] further pushed forward the per-
formance of many visual recognition tasks such as classification and seg-
mentation by a large margin [2]. By introducing residual connections into
conventional CNN frameworks, residual networks effectively improve the op-
timization result for much deeper networks by preventing gradient vanishing
and enabling the information flow across skip-connected layers, and hence
yielding the superior performance. It is therefore natural to consider incor-
porating residual network into the SR scenario.
3.2.2 Super-Resolution for Medical Imaging
SR for medical imaging has been a well-studied specialized field with respect
to different imaging modalities, with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
CT being the two most representative examples.
To conduct SR on MRI images, Rueda et al. [55] exploited dictionary-
based models to generate an HR image from a single LR one. Shi et al. [46]
proposed a multi-atlas patch-matching algorithm for MRI SR. Towards the
reconstruction of temporal sequences and 3D data, Plenge et al. [56] inter-
polated between MRI slices via the non-local means algorithm [57], without
relying on accurate motion estimation and alignment. Poot et al. [45] and
Odille et al. [47] reconstructed HR isotropic 3D MRI data from multiple LR
MRI slices of different orientations. Oktay et al. [58] introduced deep neural
networks that take advantage of both short-axis and long-axis MRI slices for
HR MRI data reconstruction.
Compared to SR for MRI, applying SR to CT data appears to be signifi-
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cantly more challenging. All CT slices are of the same orientation, with no
multi-view information available. The prior work [59] utilized 4D-CT data
to reconstruct the SR image, which involves several frames for each CT slice
at different respiratory phases during patients’ breathing. Such a setting
was different from the common 3D-CT format and also caused more radia-
tion dose for patients. While most literature on CT SR relies on traditional
model-based methods, e.g., [60], there have been limited efforts in exploring
the usage of deep learning models for CT SR.
3.3 Proposed Method
Deep CNN models have been widely used in generic image SR [4, 37, 61] and
video SR [37], achieving state-of-the-art SR performance on natural images.
Inspired by [37], we incorporate a residual module to learn the high-frequency
details of the image, which are then fused with the upsampled image to
reconstruct the final HR image with higher fidelity. In the multi-slice model,
we deem the consecutive CT slices similar to the temporal frames of a video,
which share inherent correlations and shall be jointly exploited for SR.
3.3.1 S-CTSRN: Single-Slice CT SR Network
Figure 3.1: S-CTSRN, the single-slice CT SR network (zoom in to see
details; best viewed in color)
As shown in Figure 3.1, the S-CTSRN consists of two subnetworks. The
top subnetwork is inspired by the design of efficient sub-pixel convolutional
neural network (ESPCN) [37]. It is composed of three convolution layers
and a special rearrange layer. The convolution layers extract useful infor-
mation from LR input, to be mapped to the HR features. For the output
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feature map of the last convolutional layer, each channel can be viewed as
an LR version of the target HR image, with a certain portion of details
reconstructed/enhanced (see [37] for details). The rearrange layer then flat-
tens and fuses all those feature maps, resulting in one entire “residual” image
containing mostly high-frequency details. The residual image, combined with
the base image upsampled from the LR input by a bilinear interpolation layer
(the bottom branch in Figure 3.1), constitutes the final HR output image.
Reconstructing the high-frequency components is known to be the crucial
part in any SR model. By modeling the high-frequency reconstruction using
the dedicated residual learning module, the S-CTSRN model is shown to be
capable to produce sharper edges and finer details.
3.3.2 M-CTSRN: Multi-Slice CT SR Network
Figure 3.2: M-CTSRN, the multi-slice CT SR network (zoom in to see
details; best viewed in color)
Built on S-CTSRN, the multi-slice SR model, M-CTSRN, is also composed
of two subnetworks as shown in Figure 3.2. To jointly utilize consecutive slice
information when reconstructing the current frame, we feed multiple adjacent
CT slices, centered at the current frame, as input to the top residual sub-
network in M-CTSRN, which treats the consecutive CT slices in the same
way as video frames. M-CTSRN hence multiplies the number of channels of
the first convolution layer in the sub-network. For the bottom upsampling
subnetwork, we feed only the current frame.
In short, M-CTSRN estimates the residual image using not only the current
slice, but also its neighboring slices as side information. The base image
remains to be upsampled from the current slice. As a result, M-CTSRN





Currently, only a very limited number of CT slice datasets are available as
research benchmarks. We manually collected over 10, 000 anonymized CT
slices, and build our own dataset. We are considering the possibility to
publicly release this CT dataset for research use.
In our experiments, we use a subset of 5, 800 slices to prepare HR-LR pairs
as training input. A non-overlapping set of 1, 000 slices is reserved as test
images. Our raw CT data are in digital imaging and communications in
medicine format (DICOM). We convert them into 8-bit gray-scale images by
linear scaling.
3.4.2 Implementation Details
Both our single-slice and multi-slice models consist of two subnetworks. The
top residual subnetwork is a three-layer CNN followed by a rearrange layer.
The inputs are image patches of size 20 × 20 from the single slice or the
multiple slices. The numbers of output feature maps of the three convolution
layer are 64, 32, and s× s, where s is the super-resolving scale; their kernel
sizes are set to be 5×5, 3×3, and 3×3, respectively. For the first two hidden
layers, we use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation. No zero-padding
is applied in convolutional layers. The bottom upsampling subnetwork uses
a bilinear upsample scheme to scale up the input slice by a factor of s,
implemented by a fixed deconvolutional layer.
Table 3.1: The average PSNR of different SR methods with SR scales of 2,
3 and 4.
Scale 2 3 4
Bicubic 46.51 41.51 38.98
S-CTSRN 49.82 44.67 42.41
M-CTSRN 3F 50.04 44.91 42.64
M-CTSRN 5F 50.07 44.93 42.81
M-CTSRN 7F 50.27 45.16 42.73
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Table 3.2: The average SSIM of different SR methods with SR scales of 2, 3
and 4.
Scale 2 3 4
Bicubic 0.98902 0.96965 0.95077
S-CTSRN 0.99292 0.98151 0.97082
M-CTSRN 3F 0.99322 0.98228 0.97237
M-CTSRN 5F 0.99326 0.98261 0.97337
M-CTSRN 7F 0.99366 0.98341 0.97325
3.4.3 Results and Discussions
In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, we compare S-CTSRN, M-CTSRN with different num-
ber of input slices, and the bicubic interpolation baseline at different SR
scales. To evaluate the SR performance, we measure the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity (SSIM) [62]. PSNR focuses on
the pixel-based mean-squared error between the reconstructed images and
ground truth ones, while SSIM accounts for the pixel covariances in local
neighborhoods between two images and usually reflects the image structural
correspondences more faithfully.
As shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, S-CTSRN performs significantly better
than the bicubic interpolation method quantitatively. M-CTSRN yields even
better results than S-CTSRN, and shows the positive correlation between the
improved quantitative results and the increased number of neighboring slices
used as input.
These conclusions can be further supported by visual comparisons shown in
Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. As shown in Figure 3.3, S-CTSRN and M-CTSRN
produce much smoother and more realistic details. Owing to the residual
subnetwork in our models, both proposed models explicitly target to learn
the high-frequency details and to reconstruct the HR outputs with higher
quality. That can be observed even more clearly from Figure 3.4. The HR
image produced directly by the upsampling subnetwork has obvious aliasing
artifacts along the edges. After adding the high-frequency residual compo-
nent, the final HR output image becomes much sharper and the artifacts are
notably suppressed.
Somewhat surprisingly, M-CTSRN seems not only to enhance the LR im-
ages, but even to compensate for some missing information during the degra-
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(a) Groud truth (b) Bicubic
(c) S-CTSRN (d) M-CTSRN 5F
Figure 3.3: Qualitative results from three methods, (a) Ground truth, (b)
Bicubic, (c) S-CTSRN and (d) M-CTSRN, with a SR scale of 4
(a) LR input (b) Residual image (c) Bilinear upsampling (d) HR output
Figure 3.4: Example input, intermediate, and output images of our
M-CTSRN 5F network
dation process. In the magnified green box area in Figure 3.3, we can see that,
due to the original downsampling from ground truth, some intrinsic structure
information about the dark ellipse area is missed at the center region, which
cannot be recovered by either bicubic SR or S-CTSRN. By comparison, from
the M-CTSRN results, we are able to re-identify the “missed” dark ellipse
structure again, thanks to the multi-slice coherence.
In Figure 3.5, we show the learned convolution filters of the first layer. As
can be seen, they tend to be primarily focused on corner points, which are
usually crucial for the identifiability of fine structures in biomedical imagery.
Compared to the filters learned for the generic image SR [4], most of our filters
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Figure 3.5: Filters of the first convolution layer in the M-CTSRN 5F
model, each subimage represents the learned filters from an input channel
corresponding to one of the five input slices. For the subimages in the red
boxes, the first, third and fifth slices dominate in the SR process, meaning
that the information from those slices can be utilized to recover the missing
information. For the ones in the green boxes, however, the central slice
contributes the most for SR.
have simpler structures, since CT images do not convey as much variable
content as natural images.
Our model yields real-time SR due to the compact model size. The trained
S-CTSRN and M-CTSRN run at about 250 and 100 frames per second using
a single Nvidia Titan X Pascal GPU.
3.5 Conclusion
In the chapter, we proposed single-slice and multi-slice CNN models for SR
on CT images slices, which, on the one hand, provides medical practitioners
with images of higher resolution and therefore helps them better diagnose
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diseases, and, on the other hand, protects patients from large dose of X-ray
radiation. Our S-CTSRN model takes a single image as input and produces
SR images, while our M-CTSRN model takes multiple consecutive CT slices,
exploits their correlation, and produces the SR image for the central frame.
Our experiments show that both models achieve promising performance on
a real-world CT dataset, while M-CTSRN yields the best results in terms of
different evaluation measures. The comparison between results from single-
slice and multi-slice models demonstrates that incorporating sequential in-
formation at input level could potentially help recover missing information
that is caused by the imaging process. The model with multiple image slices





SUPPRESSION FOR VIDEO OBJECT
DETECTION
In this chapter, we demonstrate how incorporating sequential information by
sequentially selection, rescoring and suppression at output level can help the
video object detection task. More specifically, we present a novel technique,
sequential non-maximum suppression (Seq-NMS), that can help boost object
detection performance significantly, by using image-based object detection
frameworks.
Recently, there have been major advances for object detection in a single
image using deep learning based methods. Performance of these image-based
detection frameworks heavily replies on the backbone feature extraction and
classification networks, which have been actively studied in recent years.
Video object detection, as a direct extension of image object detection, can be
done frame by frame using state-of-the-art image-based detection frameworks
and classification backbone networks. However, it is still challenging because
objects that are easily detected in one frame may be difficult to detect in
another frame within the same video. Our proposed methods can alleviate
this challenge by sequentially tracking and rescoring objects in the video to
exploit the sequential coherence and dependency.
Our Seq-NMS method placed us third in the video object detection task
of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015 (ILSVRC
2015).
4.1 Introduction
Single image object detection has experienced large performance gains in the
last few years. Current state-of-the-art single image object detection sys-
tems have three distinct phases: (1) region proposal generation, (2) object
classification, and (3) post-processing. During the region proposal genera-
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tion phase, a set of candidate regions is generated based on how likely they
are to contain an object. Previous region proposal methods were based on
low-level image features [63, 64], while the current state-of-the-art methods,
such as Faster R-CNN [6], learn to generate proposals using a neural net-
work. The candidate regions are then assigned a class score in the object
classification phase, and redundant detections are subsequently filtered in
the post-processing phase.
Video object detection, on the other hand, still remains an open problem.
This is mainly because objects that are easily detected in one frame may be
difficult to detect in another frame within the same video clip. There are
many reasons that may cause this difficulty, for examples, (1) drastic view
and scale changes, (2) occlusion, and (3) motion blur. In this chapter we
propose simple extensions of single image object detection methods to help
overcome these difficulties.
While effective, single image methods are naive because they completely
ignore the temporal dimension. In our research, we incorporate temporal
information during the post-processing phase in order to refine the detections
within each individual frame. Given a video sequence of region proposals and
their corresponding class scores, our Seq-NMS method associates bounding
boxes in adjacent frames using a simple overlap criterion. It then selects
boxes to maximize a sequence score. Those boxes are then used to suppress
overlapping boxes in their respective frames and are subsequently rescored
in order to boost weaker detections.
The main contributions of our work are
1. We present Seq-NMS, a method to improve object detection pipelines
for video data. Specifically, we modify the post-processing phase to
use high-scoring object detections from nearby frames in order to boost
scores of weaker detections within the same video clip.
2. We evaluate Seq-NMS on the ImageNet VID 2015 dataset and show
that it outperforms state-of-the-art single image-based methods. We
show that our method is helpful in cases where single frames contain
objects that are at extreme scales, occluded, or blurred. We present
specific instances where our Seq-NMS improves performance.
3. Our Seq-NMS method placed us third in the video object detection
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task of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015
(ILSVRC 2015) and is the essential component of later state-of-the-art
video object detection systems such as in [65].
4.2 Related Work
Many image-based deep learning frameworks are available for object detec-
tion, such as region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) [5], Fast
R-CNN [21], Faster R-CNN [6], region-based fully convolutional networks
(R-FCN) [38], and single shot multibox detector (SSD) [40]. However, video
object detection is still an open problem. Much previous work in video ob-
ject detection is framed as multiple object tracking. A widely used subclass
of these techniques was models that did“tracking-by-detection,” whereby a
detection algorithm is applied on each video frame and the detections are
associated across frames to form trajectories for each object. Previous detec-
tion methods were usually based on motion [66] or object appearance [67].
With regards to the association step, a classic method involved using Kalman
filters to predict tracks and the Hungarian method [68, 69] to associate de-
tections between frames. Particle filter techniques [70, 71] further improved
on Kalman filters by being able to handle multiple hypotheses. Other classes
of methods tried to compute all of the object trajectories at once using lin-
ear programming [72, 73]. While these methods are able to find a global
optimum with high probability, they assume that the number of objects to
be tracked is known a priori. On the other hand, dynamic programming
[74, 75] can also be used to find trajectories one by one in a greedy fashion.
Our proposed model is similar in that it takes detections from a state-of-
the-art single image object detection method [6] and subsequently associates





Most object detection methods (Faster R-CNN included) are designed for
performing object detection on a single independent frame. However, since
we are concerned with object detection in videos, it would be a waste of
salient information to ignore the temporal component entirely. One problem
we noticed with Faster R-CNN on the validation set was that non-maximum
suppression (NMS) frequently chose the wrong bounding box after object
classification. It would choose boxes that were overly large, resulting in a
smaller intersection-over-union (IoU) with the ground truth box because the
union of areas was large. The large boxes often had very high object scores,
possibly because more information is available to be extracted during region
of interest (RoI) pooling. In order to solve this problem, we attempted to use
temporal information to re-rank boxes. We assume that neighboring frames
should have similar objects, and their bounding boxes should be similar in
position and size, that is, have temporal consistency.
To make use of this temporal consistency, we propose a heuristic method
for re-ranking bounding boxes in video sequences called Seq-NMS. Seq-NMS
has three steps: 1 sequence selection, 2 sequence re-scoring, 3 sequential
suppression. We repeat these three steps until no sequences are left. Figure
4.1 illustrates this process.
Seq-NMS is performed on a single video clip V which is comprised of a set
of T frames, {v0, . . . , vT}. For each frame t, we have a set of region proposal
boxes bt and scores st both of size nt, which varies for each frame. The set
of proposals for an entire clip is denoted by B = {b0, . . . , bT}. Likewise, the
set of scores for the entire clip is denoted by S = {s0, . . . , sT}.
Given a set of region bounding boxes B, and their detection scores S as
input, sequence selection chooses a subset of boxes Bseq and their associated
scores Sseq
′
. The re-scoring function takes Sseq
′
and produces a new set of
scores Sseq.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of Seq-NMS. Seq-NMS takes as input all object
proposal boxes B and scores S for an entire video clip V (in contrast to
NMS which takes proposals from a single image). It is applied iteratively.
At each iteration it performs three steps: (1) sequence selection, which
selects the sequence of boxes with the highest sequence score, Bseq, (2)
sequence re-scoring, which takes all scores in the sequence Sseq
′
and applies
a function to them to get a new score for each frame in the sequence Sseq,
and (3) suppression, which for each box in Bseq, suppresses any boxes in
the same frame that have sufficient overlap
4.3.2 Sequence Selection
For each pair of neighboring frames in V, a bounding box in the first frame
can be linked with a bounding box in the second frame if their IoU is above
some threshold. We find potential linkages in each pair of neighboring frames
across the entire clip. Then, we attempt to find the maximum score sequence
across the entire clip. That is, we attempt to find the sequence of boxes that
maximize the sum of object scores subject to the constraint that all adjacent






s.t. 0 ≤ ts ≤ te < T (4.1)
s.t. IoU(bt[it], bt+1[it+1]) > 0.5, ∀t ∈ [ts, te)
This sequence can be found efficiently using a simple dynamic program-
ming algorithm that maintains the maximum score sequence so far at each
box. The optimization returns a set of indices i′ that are used to extract




{sts [its ], . . . , ste [ite ]}. Figure 4.2 gives a visual example of the sequence selec-
tion phase.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of sequence selection. We construct a graph where
boxes in adjacent frames are linked iff their IoU > 0.5. A sequence is a set
of boxes that are linked in the video. We then select the sequence with the
highest sequence score shown in Equation 4.1. This produces Bseq and Sseq
′
which is a set of at most one box per frame, and the associated scores.
After sequence selection, for each box in Bseq, we suppress any boxes in the
same frame that have IoU > 0.3.
4.3.3 Sequence Rescoring
After the sequence is selected, the scores within it are improved. We apply
a function F to the sequence scores to produce Sseq = F (Sseq
′
). We try two
different re-scoring functions: the average and the maximum.
4.3.4 Sequential Suppression
The boxes in the sequence are then removed from the set of boxes we link over.
Furthermore, we apply suppression within frames such that if a bounding
box in frame t, t ∈ [ts, te], has an IoU with bt over some threshold, it is also




Since 2015, the ImageNet competition contained a new video competition for
object detection from video called the ImageNet VID competition. Similar
to the ImageNet object detection task (DET), the task is to classify and
locate objects in every image. However, instead of containing a collection of
independent images, the VID dataset groups several frames from the same
video into video clips or “snippets.” All visible objects in every frame are
annotated with a class label and bounding box. The VID dataset contains
30 object categories, which are a subset of the 200 categories provided in
the DET dataset. The dataset contains three sets of non-overlapping videos
and labels: train, validation, and test. The training, validation, and test sets
in the initial release of the VID 2015 dataset contain 1,952, 281, and 458
snippets, respectively. Meanwhile, the final release in 2015 roughly doubled
the number snippets in each set to 3,862, 555, and 937. The number of
snippets and number of images in each set of the ImageNet VID dataset can
be found in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Number of samples in imagenet VID dataset
Train Validation Test
2015 initial snippets 1,952 281 458
2015 final snippets 3,862 555 937
2015 initial images 405,014 64,698 127,618
2015 final images 1,122,397 176,126 315,176
4.4.2 Implementation Details
To adopt the region-based image object detector Fast R-CNN, we train our
models in two states, the region proposal RPN stage and the proposal clas-
sification stage.
In Faster R-CNN, the RPN and the classification network share convolu-
tional layers and are trained together in an alternating fashion. First, we
trained a Zeiler Fergus (ZF) style [76] RPN using stochastic gradient descent
and the image sampling strategy described in [21]. We accomplished this by
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first training the RPN on the initial VID training dataset for 400,000 itera-
tions. We then trained a ZF style Fast R-CNN on the initial VID training
set for 200,000 iterations. Finally, we refined the RPN by fixing the convolu-
tional layers to be those of the trained detector and trained for 400,000 steps.
We found that our trained RPN was able to obtain proposals that overlapped
with the ground truth boxes in the initial VID validation set with recall over
90%.
For our classifier, we considered both a Zeiler Fergus style network (ZF
net) and VGG16 network (VGG16 net) [28]. The ZF net was trained on the
initial VID training set and the VGG16 net was pre-trained on the training
and validation sets of the 2015 ImageNet DET challenge. The DET dataset
contained 200 object categories and the train and validation sets contained
456,567 and 55,502 images, respectively. We then replaced the 200 unit
softmax layer with a 30 unit one and trained it on the initial VID training
set (405K images) while keeping all of the other layers fixed. It should be
noted that we never used the full training set (1.1M images) in any of our
experiments. Our models were trained using a heavily modified version of
the open source Faster R-CNN Caffe code released by Ren et al. in [6]
4.4.3 Quantitative Results
We validated our method by conducting experiments on the initial and full
validation set as well as the full test set of the ImageNet VID dataset. Dur-
ing the post-processing phase, we considered four different techniques: (1)
single image NMS, (2) Seq-NMS (avg), (3) Seq-NMS (max), and (4) Seq-
NMS (best). Seq-NMS (avg) and Seq-NMS (max) rescored the sequences
selected by Seq-NMS using the average or max detection scores respectively,
while Seq-NMS (best) chose the best performing of the three aforementioned
techniques on each class and averaged the results.
Table 4.2 shows our results on the initial and full validation set. We
found that using VGG net gave a substantial improvement over using the
architecture described by Zeiler and Fergus. Sequence re-scoring with Seq-
NMS gave further improvements. On the initial validation set, Seq-NMS
(avg) achieved a mean average precision (mAP) score of 51.5%. This result
can be further improved to 53.6% when combining all three NMS techniques.
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Table 4.2: Method comparison on initial and full ImageNet VID validation
set
Method mAP - Initial Val mAP - Full Val
ZF net + NMS 32.2 -
ZF net + Seq-NMS (max) 36.3 -
ZF net + Seq-NMS (avg) 38.3 -
ZF net + Seq-NMS (best) 40.2 -
VGG net + NMS 44.4 44.9
VGG net + Seq-NMS (max) 50.1 50.5
VGG net + Seq-NMS (avg) 51.5 51.4
VGG net + Seq-NMS (best) 53.6 52.2
Meanwhile on the full validation set, Seq-NMS (avg) got an mAP score of
51.4%. When combining all three NMS methods (Seq-NMS (best)) on the
full validation set, we achieve an mAP score of 52.2%.
Seq-NMS (Ours)
NMS
Figure 4.3: Performance (mAP) of our Seq-NMS and NMS. Performance is
measured on the full ImageNet validation set. We use average rescoring for
Seq-NMS. The classes are sorted in descending order by Seq-NMS
performance.
In Figure 4.3, we give a full breakdown of the Seq-NMS’ (avg) performance
across all 30 classes and compare it with the single image NMS technique.
Figure 4.4 shows which classes experienced the largest gains in performance
when switching from single image NMS to Seq-NMS (avg). The five classes
that experienced the highest gains in performance were: (1) motorcycle, (2)
turtle, (3) red panda, (4) lizard, and (5) sheep.
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Figure 4.4: Absolute improvement in mAP (%) using Seq-NMS. The
improvement is relative to single image NMS. Note that seven classes have
higher than 10% improvement, and only two classes show decreased
performance (train and whale).
Table 4.3: Method comparison on full ImageNet VID 2015 test set
Method mAP (%)
VGG net + NMS 43.4
VGG net + Seq-NMS (max) 47.5
VGG net + Seq-NMS (avg) 48.7
VGG net + Seq-NMS (best) 48.2
On the test set, we ranked third in terms of overall mAP. The results of
VGG net models are shown in Table 4.3. Once again, we see that Seq-NMS
and rescoring showed significant improvements over traditional frame-wise
NMS post-processing. Our best submission achieved an mAP of 48.7%.
4.4.4 Qualitative Results
In Figure 4.5, we present clips from the ImageNet VID dataset where Seq-
NMS improved performance. The boxes represent a sequence selected by Seq-
NMS. Clips were subsampled to provide examples of high- and low-scoring
boxes. In each of these clips, the object of interest is subjected to one or
more perturbations commonly seen in video data, such as occlusion (clips
a, b, and e), drastic scaling (clip c), and blur (clip d). These perturbations
naturally cause the classifier to score proposals with much lower confidence.
However, since the Seq-NMS has associated these lower confidence detections
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with previous higher confidence detections of the same object, rescoring the
lower confidence detections with the average improves precision.
We also present instances where Seq-NMS does not appear to improve per-
formance in Figure 4.6. One case where Seq-NMS may not help is when there
are several objects with similar appearance close together in the video (clip
a). This will cause the detector to drift from one object to another, which
leads to missed detections and incorrect score assignment. Another case is
when Seq-NMS accumulates spurious detections, which leads to many more
false positives (clips b and c). This occurs because the Seq-NMS objective
function, the sum of a sequence’s confidence scores, does not penalize against
adding more detections.
4.5 Conclusion
By using the strong baseline of image-based object detection systems and
leveraging additional temporal information, we were one of the top perform-
ers in the ImageNet Object Detection from Video challenge in ILSVRC 2015.
The proposed Seq-NMS method can be embedded in existing image-based
deep learning detection systems with ease. We would like to continue pursu-
ing improvements to our current results, including experimenting with neural
network designs, comparing to sequential models in details, and performing
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Figure 4.5: Example video clips where Seq-NMS improves performance.
The boxes represent a sequence selected by Seq-NMS. Clips are subsampled
to provide examples of high- and low-scoring boxes. In clips a, b, and e, the
object becomes more and more occluded as it exits the frame, leading to
lower scores. Meanwhile, in clips c and d, the object of interest has a low
classifier score because it is either very small or blurred, respectively. In all
of these cases, the Seq-NMS rescoring significantly boosts the weaker
detections by using the strong detections from adjacent frames.
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Figure 4.6: Video clips in the ImageNet VID dataset where Seq-NMS does
not improve performance. In clip a, Seq-NMS has difficulty when there are
several objects with similar appearance close together in the video (clip a).
This will cause the detector to drift from one object to another, which leads
to missed detections and incorrect score assignment. Seq-NMS also
accumulates spurious detections, which leads to many false positives (clips
b and c). This occurs because Seq-NMS objective function does not




FOR VIDEO OBJECT DETECTION
In this chapter, we demonstrate how incorporating sequential video-level con-
text information at output level can help the sequential tasks of both video
object detection and video object tracking. More specifically, we present a
novel technique, contextual selective rescoring (CSR), that can help boost
object detection and tracking performance significantly using image-based
object detection frameworks.
Our proposed methods can effectively reduce false positive predictions in
still-image detection results to improve the overall performance for video
object detection. Since state-of-the-art video object tracking systems have
adopted the tracking-by-detection paradigm, our proposed method can also
help improve final performance of the tracking results.
Our proposed CSR method enabled us to achieve state-of-the-art results on
both video object detection and video object tracking tasks in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2017 (ILSVRC 2017). The video
object detection related results will be shown in this chapter, and the video
object tracking related results in the next one.
5.1 Introduction
Video object detection benefits from the incorporation of sequential infor-
mation due to the improvement of temporal coherency and the use of extra
information as priors. Our previously proposed method, Seq-NMS, has suc-
cessfully helped achieve this goal in part by sequentially tracking possible
object trajectories, rescoring and suppressing the low-confidence overlapping
false positive candidates. However, we find that even given state-of-the-art
still-image detection results with high mAP near 80%, there is still a large
gap between detection recall and mAP, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Average precision vs average recall for our still image detection
model. The red part shows the difference between recall and mAP from
detection results for specific classes; there is great potential improvement of
mAP because of the large gap
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The gap between recall and mAP for individual classes can be seen in more
detail in Figure 5.2. The precision-recall curves are heavy-tailed, with many
low-confidence false positive predictions at the end of the curve. Some of the
classes also lack still-image classification accuracy, and are thus less precise
even though the recall is actually high, such as the one demonstrated in (row
5, column 1) (counting rows from top to bottom, same below) in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Precision-recall curves for our still image detection model,
plotted separately for each of the 30 classes in ImageNet VID dataset
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We propose a novel technique, contextual selective rescoring (CSR), to re-
duce the heavy-tailed false positives, and to improve classification accuracy.
More specifically, our CSR method selects robust region proposals classifica-
tion results to find the video-level object classes, and then uses this contextual
information to boost true positive and reduce false positive.
The main contributions of our work are:
1. We present CSR, a novel method that can be used to boost performance
for both video object detection and video object tracking significantly.
2. We evaluate CSR on the ImageNet VID dataset and show that it
achieves state-of-the-art results. We show that our method is helpful
to reduce false positives for video object detection.
3. Our CSR method plays a key role in enabling us to achieve state-of-
the-art results on both video object detection and video object tracking
tasks in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2017
(ILSVRC 2017).
5.2 Related Work
Region-based two-stage object detectors [6] have seen much improvement
over the past several years. For example, R-FCN [38] introduced a novel
position-sensitive design to further improve the detection accuracy. How-
ever, the biggest advancement in terms of detection accuracy in the past two
years comes from the improvement of backbone networks instead of object
detection frameworks. Novel classification network architecture design, such
as [2, 10, 11] helped boost the detection accuracy dramatically. In this work,
we adopt the best backbone network at the time this work was conducted,
the dual path networks (DPN), as our backbone.
From the perspective of video context, few methods have been proposed.
In [77], a simple method called multiple context suppression (MCS) was pro-
posed, which is most related to our proposed CSR work. It simply aggregates
confidence scores for different object classes and chooses the top classes. Our




We propose CSR, a simple yet effective method to select robust video-level
context. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, CSR can be embedded into both video
object detection and video object tracking frameworks. Experiments on video
object detection will be shown in this chapter, while the ones on video object
tracking will be shown in the next one, along with the proposed multi-tubelet
generation and fusion method.
5.3.1 Contextual Selective Rescoring
Figure 5.3: CSR (in red box) integrated into both video object detection
and video object tracking
There are three key steps for CSR: proposal selection, context selection,
and contextual rescoring.
5.3.2 Robust Proposal Selection
What are good proposals in term of video-level context selection? In mod-
ern two-stage still-image detectors, hundreds of proposals for each individual
class are kept for a single image detection prediction. Inevitably, a large
amount of noise is introduced in the process. To alleviate the degradation in
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video-level context inference due to noisy proposals, we propose to only keep
robust region proposals to infer the video-level context. We observe that for
many proposals, they do not contain useful information to infer the video-
level context; instead, they introduce more noise to our inference. Thus, as
illustrated in Figure 5.4, for those proposals with no confident classification
results, i.e., all classification scores are below certain threshold, we explicitly
exclude those proposal from the next step. This step can reduce the num-
ber of (noisy) proposals by a large percentage; about 80% of proposals are
discarded in this step, while the rest robust ones are kept for the next step.
Figure 5.4: Robust proposal selection
5.3.3 Confident Video Context Selection
We first aggregate all proposal scores along the temporal dimension for all
images in a video, and get a vector of scores for each class type in the given
video. We treat this as the raw video-level context. However, is this video
context a good one for later suppression? We find that the resultant context
will only favor one class with top context scores, while in our dataset in
many cases there are two to five classes. Directly employing the raw video-
level context will attenuate the confidence scores of the true positives for
those non-top classes and hence reduce the overall detection precision for
that specific class.
We propose to select the top few classes as video-level context instead of
selecting only the top one, as is done implicitly by the raw video context. We
achieve this by selecting the classes with normalized confidence scores above
a certain threshold, and assigning confidence for those classes as 1. While
for other classes, we use their actual normalized scores as a prior for the next
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step of rescoring. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Confident video context selection
5.3.4 Contextual Rescoring
Using the above video-level context, we are now ready to rescore the detection
results. We can perform the rescoring in two fashions: eliminative rescoring
or non-eliminative rescoring. For eliminative rescoring, we simply discard
the detected region proposals in certain classes in each video that have low
video-level context scores. However, this reduces the overall average recall of
detection, and thus decreases the detection precisions. For non-eliminative
rescoring, many simple yet effective methods can be tried, such as addition
or multiplication. It does not reduce the final recall, but the precision can
be boosted. We finally choose to multiply the video-level context with the
proposal classification scores. This step keeps the confidence scores of the
video classes unchanged, but reduced unlikely classes dramatically.
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 Dataset
The ImageNet video object detection dataset was first collected in 2015.
Similar to the ImageNet object detection task (DET), the task is to classify
and locate objects in every image. However, instead of containing a collection
of independent images, the VID dataset groups several frames from the same
video into video clips or “snippets.” All visible objects in every frame are
annotated with a class label and bounding box. The VID dataset contains
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30 object categories, which are a subset of the 200 categories provided in the
DET dataset. The dataset contains three sets of non-overlapping videos and
labels: train, validation, and test.
The training, validation, and test sets in the final release of the VID 2015
dataset contain 3,862, 555, and 937 snippets, respectively. In 2016 and 2017,
the dataset was twice partially refreshed to include more snippets. The
number of snippets and number of images in each set of the ImageNet VID
dataset can be found in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Number of samples in imagenet VID dataset
Train Validation Test
2015 initial snippets 1,952 281 458
2015 final snippets 3,862 555 937
2016 final snippets 3,862 555 1,861
2017 final snippets 4,000 1,314 2,000
2015 initial images 405,014 64,698 127,618
2015 final images 1,122,397 176,126 315,176
2016 final images 1,122,397 176,126 712,756
2017 final images 1,181,113 512,360 765,631
5.4.2 Implementation Details
When progress in image-based deep learning methods for object has been
made between 2015 and 2017. In our experiments for ILSVRC 2017, we
changed the backbone network of the Faster R-CNN to two variants of the
most successful classification networks. We use a 200 layer ResNet [2] as
a baseline, and we use a newly proposed dual path networks (DPN) for the
main experiments. More specifically, we use DPN-96 and DPN-131, i.e., DPN
with 96 layers and 131 layers, respectively. The rest of the training process is
similar to the standard Faster RCNN training. One important detail is that
we also include more scales in the proposal generation stage to improve the
recall of the detection results.
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5.4.3 Quantitative Results
Largely due to the advanced backbone network we are using, we achieved
much better still image detection results in 2017. However, as can be seen
in Figure 5.1, the gap between the actual recall and average precision is still
large, which suggests better post-processing techniques can help improve the
precision of the detection system.
Our proposed CSR method has improved the precision significantly, com-
pared with both still image detection results and the previous MCS method.
And as we can see in Table 5.2, context selection design in our strategy is
also of vital importance to differentiate confident proposals and unlikely ones.
Our results can be further improved by combining both CSR and Seq-NMS,
and the final result of 84.5% is currently the highest score ever reported in
the VID dataset.
Table 5.2: Method comparison on ImageNet VID 2015 validation set
Method mAP (%)
still image detection 79.4
+ MCS 80.6
+ CSR w/o Step 2 80.8
+ CSR 83.1
+ CSR + Seq-NMS 84.5
More detailed per-class results on the detection set can be seen in Figure
5.6. As we can see in Figure 5.7, when we treat the task as a multi-class
video classification problem, our CSR method can boost the results to a
surprisingly high mAP of 95.1%.
More results on alternatively using or combining the CSR and Seq-NMS
can be found in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. As we can see, without much loss in
average recall, our method boosted the precision significantly. A closer look
at the detection results for the class in (row 5 from top, column 1) in Figure
5.9, we can see that by reducing the false positives, the overall precision has
been raised by a large amount.
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Figure 5.6: Video object detection results
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Figure 5.7: Video classification results
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Figure 5.8: Results in mAP combing CSR and Seq-NMS
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Figure 5.9: PR curves with improvements from CSR and Seq-NMS
5.4.4 Qualitative Results
Qualitative results can be found in Figure 5.10. As demonstrated in the ex-
ample, predictions of wrong objects are discarded to reduce the false positives
and to increase the final detection precision.
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5.5 Conclusion
By using the strong baseline of image-based object detection systems and
leveraging additional temporal video-level context information, we were one
of the top performers in the ImageNet Object Detection from Video challenge
in ILSVRC 2017. Our proposed CSR method can be embedded in existing
image-based deep learning detection and tracking systems with ease. It can
also work in complement with our previously proposed Seq-NMS technique
to further improve the detection accuracy. Future study can be explored
based on CSR by learning the appropriate video context thresholds instead
of greedy search, which could potentially improve upon our proposed CSR
method.




MULTI-TUBELET FUSION FOR VIDEO
OBJECT TRACKING
In this chapter, we demonstrate how incorporating sequential information
can help the task of video object tracking. More specifically, we present a
novel technique, motion- and appearance-based multi-tubelet fusion (MA-
MTF), that can help boost object tracking performance significantly while
utilizing state-of-the-art image-based object detection models.
By fusion of tubelets generated from both the tracking-based method and
the detection-based method, our proposed method can effectively address
many challenges in video object tracking, such as accurate instance trajec-
tory generation and broken trajectory recovery, to improve the overall per-
formance for video object tracking.
Our proposed MA-MTF method, together with the previously proposed
CSR method, enables us to achieve state-of-the-art results on the video object
tracking task in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2017
(ILSVRC 2017).
6.1 Introduction
Video object tracking, different from conventional visual object tracking, in-
troduces many challenges to accurately detecting and tracking instances in
videos. It differs from conventional visual object in that: (1) An unknown
number of objects are in each video frame. (2) There are multiple objects
and frequent interactions. (3) We need to detect and track at instance level
while predicting the correct object classes. Besides these differences, many
common image-related challenges further increase the difficulty of the task,
such as object deformation, background clutter, occlusion, and motion blur.
Thus, it is very common to find false negative trajectories, broken instance
trajectories, overlapping trajectories, or trajectories with incorrect classifica-
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tion categories in video object tracking predictions.
To address these concerns, we propose a novel technique, motion- and
appearance-based multi-tubelet fusion (MA-MTF), to accurately generate
and classify instance trajectories (or tubelets). By using MA-MTF, we are
able to exploit the benefits of both tracking-based methods and detection-
based methods, and to improve the final tracking accuracy.
The main contributions of our work are:
1. We present MA-MTF, a method to accurately generate and adaptively
fuse motion-based instance trajectories and appearance-based instance
trajectories for video object tracking, while adopting state-of-the-art
image-based deep learning detection methods.
2. We evaluate MA-MTF on the ImageNet VID dataset and show that it
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods. We show that our method
is helpful in cases where incorrect trajectories or broken trajectories are
generated.
3. Our MA-MTF method plays a key role in enabling us to achieve state-
of-the-art results on video object tracking task in the ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2017 (ILSVRC 2017).
6.2 Related Work
Video object tracking task requires both detection and tracking to be per-
formed to generate the instance trajectory candidates for evaluation.
For object detection, Faster R-CNN [6] is a seminal work that can accu-
rately detect and classify objects based on a set of generated region proposals.
Based on the object detection results, we can also generate instance trajecto-
ries by associating overlapping region proposals in adjacent frames. Optical
flow, proposed by [78], is a standard method for estimating motion to achieve
the above association. More recently, deep learning based optical flow esti-
mation methods were proposed in [79], which can be easily embedded into
deep learning based frameworks.
Another stream of research uses deep learning to tackle the conventional
visual object tracking problem. Such methods, for example [41], model the
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appearance of objects of interest, and learn to classify the object against the
neighboring background, mostly in an online learning fashion.
Tracking-based methods are good at tracking object trajectories, but with
less accurate localization and classification, while motion-based association
results from detection-based methods are accurate in object location and
category prediction, but can loose track of objects due to motion blur and
background clutter. To make those two types of methods complement each
other, we propose our MA-MTF method, which will be introduced in detail
in the next section.
6.3 Proposed Method
6.3.1 Instance Trajectory Generation and Fusion
In the video object tracking task, the trajectories of object instances in a
video are supposed to be generated, which helps the further video analysis.
There are several fundamental challenges of instance trajectory generation:
(1) Each video frame contains unknown numbers of object instances and
classes, quite different from visual object tracking, which assumes the initial
localizations of the object instances are given and does not require predicting
class labels of object instances. (2) Since multiple similar instances usually
simultaneously appear in a video and interact frequently with each other,
it is difficult to distinguish their trajectories. (3) Object deformations and
background clutter usually make trajectory generation more challenging.
To tackle the above issues and ensure high recall and accuracy of instance
trajectory generation, we propose to fuse two complementary trajectory
generation methods: motion-guided trajectory generation and appearance-
guided trajectory generation. The former one conservatively incorporates
short-term temporal constraints and consistency with the instance trajec-
tories to ensure accuracy, while the latter one spans instance trajectories
aggressively to seek long-term temporal consistency and to significantly re-
duce false negatives. We propose an effective trajectory fusion strategy to
strike a balance between these two methods.
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6.3.2 Motion-Based Trajectory Generation
Still-image detectors usually provide accurate estimations of instance local-
izations. By associating these accurate instance localizations via a continuous
motion evaluation, instance trajectories of high quality can be generated.
Specifically, the instance motion in two consecutive frames is calculated
based on the deep learning based optical flow method [79], which in our
experiments shows robust performance to different object poses and partial
occlusions. We use the flow at the center of a bounding box to represent
the object movement to reduce the negative effect of the background in the
bounding box. When the flow value exceeds a threshold (maximal movement
of 15 pixels in our experiments), it is reset to zero. To ensure the high
accuracy of the trajectory generation, we first clear the detection results from
the still-image detectors by removing bounding boxes whose detection scores
are below a threshold (score of 0.05 in our setting). Then, the motion-guided
instance trajectory generation starts from the first frame based on the clear
detection results. In the first frame, the detection results are first sorted
according to their detection scores in a descending order. A suppression
process similar to NMS regardless of instance categories is carried out to
determine the number and category of instances in the first frame. Detections
that have overlaps with other detections of higher scores beyond a certain
threshold, or intersection over union (IOU), which is 0.5 in our experiments,
will not be chosen as the beginning of trajectories. After this suppression
process, multiple instance trajectories initialized by the remaining detection
results simultaneously extend to the following frames based on the motion
estimations. With the bounding box in the former frame and the motion
estimate, an instance candidate in the subsequent frame is generated.
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, detections in this subsequent frame that have
overlaps with the instance candidate beyond a threshold (IOU 0.5) proba-
bly contain the corresponding instance. Intuitively, among these detections,
we choose the one with the largest detection score to extend the trajectory.
Furthermore, detections having low overlaps (IOU below 0.5) with candidate
instances are cleared similarly as in the first frame to initialize extra trajec-
tories. The above association-suppression process performs iteratively to the
end of a video. The category of each instance trajectory is determined by a
majority voting of detection results in the trajectory.
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Figure 6.1: Motion- and detection-based object tubelet generation
In particular, it is more effective to generate instance trajectories in par-
allel from the beginning of a video, instead of individually starting from the
detection result with the highest detection score. In this way, the appearance
and disappearance of instances are tackled explicitly, and the generation of
trajectories is less sensitive to the interactions of multiple similar instances.
To reduce the redundancy of instance trajectories, for each category in a
video, we carry out a trajectory suppression process. This suppression is
done independently for each category in the case of long-term interactions
of instances of different categories. We denote two trajectories of the same
category as T1, T2. The redundancy of these two trajectories is evaluated via
a normalized temporal IOU of all overlapping proposals. If the redundancy
value is more than a threshold (0.5 in our setting), the two trajectories are
merged by retaining bounding boxes with higher detection scores in the du-
plicated video frames. We finally abandon instance trajectories whose lengths
are less than 10 frames.
6.3.3 Appearance-Based Trajectory Generation
Motion-guided trajectory generation has these limitations: (1) False nega-
tives in still-image detections caused by occlusions and background clutter
may lead to broken trajectories. (2) Large classification errors of typical
categories in still-image detections may lead to misclassification of instance
trajectories. (3) The optical flow based motion estimation may fail in cases of
motion blur and complicated backgrounds. Therefore, we use a tracking al-
gorithm called MDNet [41] to generate long-term trajectories and to recover
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from the misclassification of trajectories. MDNet trains a classifier online
to model the appearance difference between an instance and its surrounding
background. Thus, this trajectory generation process is guided by instance
appearance modeling.
The starting bounding boxes of visual tracking are called anchors. There
are two prerequisites to become an anchor. First, the detection score of an
anchor should be larger than a threshold (0.3 in our setting). Second, an
anchor should have a stable trajectory in consecutive frames (one frame for-
ward and one backward). Its candidate instances in the consecutive frames
obtained by the deep flow method should have large overlaps (minimal IOU of
0.5) with certain detections whose detection scores are larger than a thresh-
old (0.3 in our setting). This suppression process significantly increases the
tracking efficiency.
As illustrated in Figure 6.2, for each category in a video, we carry out multi-
object tracking bidirectionally over the temporal dimensions, initialized by
the anchors in the frame that contains the anchor with the highest detection
score. The category of each trajectory is determined by the category of
its corresponding anchor. This classification method is important especially
when the classification results of the still-image detections drift to the wrong
category. Tracking drifts usually occur in case of abrupt pose changes of
the target object and background clutter. Therefore, we stop tracking early
when the tracking confidence is below a threshold (classification score of −1
in our experiments). Moreover, unvisited anchors that have overlaps with the
existing tracks beyond a threshold (IOU 0.5) and that belong to the same
category with the existing tracks are abandoned to reduce redundancy.
There are two issues regarding the tracking trajectories. First, the bound-
ing boxes in the tracking trajectories do not have detection scores, which
leads to the different evaluation statistics between the tracking trajectories
and the motion-guided trajectories. Second, the bounding boxes in the track-
ing trajectories are less accurate than those in the motion-guided trajectories,
especially in cases of gradual appearance and disappearance of an object in-
stance. Therefore, we carry out spatial refinements on the tracking trajecto-
ries by using the still-image detections. For each bounding box in a tracking
trajectory, we first obtain the detections from still-image object detectors
that have overlaps with the box beyond a threshold (IOU 0.5) regardless
of the categories. Then, only the detection with the maximum detection
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Figure 6.2: Appearance- and tracking-based object tubelet generation
score is kept and exploited to replace the tracked bounding box. If there
are no detections satisfying the overlap constraint, the tracked bounding box
is maintained, while its detection score is determined by an exponentially
decreasing function of the tracking period. Intuitively, the bounding boxes
that have drifted during tracking usually have low detection scores. Finally,
the tracking trajectories are merged similarly as in the generation process of
motion-guide trajectories.
6.3.4 Multi-Tubelet Fusion
The two trajectory generation methods mentioned above usually comple-
ment each other. However, directly merging two kinds of trajectories is not
optimal, because we find that the appearance-guided trajectory generation
usually brings a large number of false positive trajectories owing to the usage
of loose tracking constraints and independent tracking processes for different
categories. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, we propose to exploit an adaptive fu-
sion strategy to maintain the high accuracy of the motion-guided trajectory
generation while taking advantage of the high recall of the appearance-guided
trajectory generation.
Specifically, according to the limitations of the motion-guided trajecto-
ries as mentioned above, these trajectories are refined by the appearance-
guided trajectories in three steps. First, to tackle the limitations caused
by false negatives and motion estimation failure, a motion-guided trajec-
tory T0 is extended conservatively by the appearance-guided trajectories
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Figure 6.3: Tubelets fusion from detection and tracking
τ = {T1, · · · , Tn}: trajectories in τ belong to the same category as T0 ;
the redundancy between each trajectory in τ and the trajectory T0 is more
than a threshold (0.6 in our setting); to reduce the negative effect of track-
ing drifts, each trajectory in τ is added to the trajectory T0 only when the
average detection score of their extra trajectory is more than a threshold
(0.01 in our setting). Trajectories in τ are sorted according to their average
detection scores in a descending order and undergo the above extension pro-
cess iteratively. All these visited appearance-guided trajectories are finally
abandoned and are not exploited in the following step. Second, as mentioned
regarding the limitations of large classification errors, in some complex sce-
narios of a video, most detections are classified to the wrong category. As
a result, a motion-guided trajectory is usually misclassified because of the
majority voting. However, as long as there is an anchor of the right category,
an appearance-guided trajectory of the right category is generated, which, to
some extent, helps to reduce the negative effect of misclassification. There-
fore, after the first fusion step, the remaining appearance-guided trajectories
are selected as long as their mean detection scores are more than a thresh-
old (0.15 in our experiments). Third, the above two steps ensure high recall
of trajectory generation in terms of the correct length and category of the
trajectory. To increase the accuracy of trajectory generation and to further
reduce false positives introduced by still-image object detectors and visual




From 2016, the ImageNet competition contained a new video competition
for object tracking from video. It uses the same images and snippets data
as in the ImageNet video object detection challenge, but with extra labels
of instance level object id for each object in the dataset. The number of
snippets and number of images in each set of the ImageNet VID dataset can
be found in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Number of samples in imagenet VID dataset
Train Validation Test
2016 final snippets 3,862 555 1,861
2017 final snippets 4,000 1,314 2,000
2016 final images 1,122,397 176,126 712,756
2017 final images 1,181,113 512,360 765,631
6.4.2 Implementation Details
For object tracking, we first implemented the tracking-based method [41]
as illustrated in Figure 6.2. We also used the optical flow method to track
objects from the video object detection results obtained from our methods
as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Lastly, we fuse the generated tubelets from
the previous two methods and get the final tubelet candidates as showed in
Figure 6.3. After getting the fused instance trajectories, we further apply
our previously proposed contextual improvement method CSR to boost the
tracking accuracy.
6.4.3 Quantitative Results
Improved results on video object tracking can be found in Table 6.2. Again,
this is the highest reported results on the ImageNet video object tracking
dataset up to date.
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Table 6.2: Method comparison on ImageNet VID 2015 validation set for
tracking
Method mAP @0.25 mAP @0.50 mAP @0.75 mAP
Tubelet fusion 59.4 54.1 45.4 53.0
+ MCS 76.6 69.5 57.8 68.0
+ CSR 80.0 71.4 59.4 70.3
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present MA-MTF: motion- and appearance-based multi-
tubelet fusion for video object tracking. MA-MTF enjoy the benefits of
both detection-based methods and tracking-based methods for accurate in-
stance trajectory generation to track objects from videos. MA-MTF can
naturally improve its accuracy by upgrading the detection-based component
when better image-based object detection methods are available. It can also
be combined with other techniques such as CSR to reduce false positive tra-
jectories. Our experimental results demonstrate superior performance over





In this dissertation, we propose a set of techniques that can be incorpo-
rated into existing image-based deep learning frameworks under different
settings. We demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques in tasks in-
volving sequential visual data input: multi-slice CT super-resolution, video
object detection, and video object tracking.
Experimental results show a significant performance boost as well as im-
proved temporal consistency in such sequential tasks. Our submissions to the
ImageNet video object detection and tracking challenge have placed us third
in 2015 and second in 2017. Our proposed methods have also achieved the
new state-of-the-art results in the ImageNet video object detection and track-
ing datasets and remain the the highest reported results on the validation
dataset for both detection and tracking. Besides performance improvement,
our proposed methods can also be easily embedded into image-based deep
learning frameworks, and can be upgraded as better image-based models
become available.
Nonetheless, much further work can be carried out to further improve our
present results. One most interesting future direction is to delve deeper into
the image-based deep learning networks to incorporate sequential information
to study and understand more about intermediate-level feature representa-
tions which can potentially lead to more insights in related video recognition
tasks, which we will briefly introduce as follows.
7.1 Future Work
As demonstrated in Figure 7.1, when we delve deeper into the models, we
can find that modern deep learning models usually have a heavy front-end





Figure 7.1: Dissection of video recognition models: the feature subnetwork
and task subnetwork. Image-based model can be performed on videos
frame by frame
a relatively less-costly task subnetwork following to perform the desired task.
One critical issue rises as the feature extraction subnetwork approaches the
limits of modern GPUs and memories and when we want to deal with video
data with such image-based models.
Our proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 7.2. We name the frame-
work MAGNET (motion analysis guided networks). The overall architecture
introduce two additional modules compared with image-based deep learning
models. The first model is the motion estimation subnetwork that finds the
difference between two input image frames; the produced motion estimate
is used, along with a mid-level feature representation saved from previous
inference for the input image, which we refer to as the keyframe, to be fused
to get the feature estimate for testing an image frame.
In the inference stage, we classify image frames into keyframes and non-
keyframes. For keyframes, we pass those through the original deep learn-
ing model to get both the final results and intermediate feature representa-
tion. For non-keyframes, we use the mid-level features that are inferred from
keyframes and the motion estimation that we get from the keyframe and
the non-keyframe using a motion estimation module to estimate the feature
for the non-keyframe. As a result of using light-weighted and independent
motion estimation and feature fusion modules, we are able to speed up the













Figure 7.2: Our proposed method: MAGNET
tion.
In the training stage, both our motion estimation module and feature
fusion module can be trained on the dataset. We can alternatively only train
one of the two modules. We use the intermediate feature representations as
supervision during the training stage. Note that we do not jointly train the
detection network with the additional temporal modules in order to guaranty
that our learned modules are not overfitting to the pairwise inputs.
We have conducted some preliminary experiments and have seen promising
results. We adopt the region-based object detection system from R-FCN
[38], in which the training and testing process are very similar to Faster R-
CNN except for in the task subnetwork that R-FCN introduced as a position
sensitive layer for object classification. Currently, we also use code and pre-
trained models from related work [80].
Our MAGNET framework introduces the speed-accuracy trade-off in using
different numbers of non-keyrames. As can be seen in Figure 7.3, at the
equivalent keyframe rate of 1 in 10, our detection system only decreases 1%
in mAP.
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Figure 7.3: Experimental results on the ImageNet VID validation set using
the proposed MAGNET method that shows the trade-off of speed and
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